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Whatsapp apk latest version

WhatsApp is a popular cross-platform text messaging app that lets you send text messages and talk using just one data plan. The world's most popular messenger. WhatsApp is definitely the best chat app. Key WhatsApp components include video and voice calls. Which means that you will be able to call people on your contact list who are using this app at
no charge. The best thing that makes it so big is its huge global user base. Eliminates the need for a texting plan. Encrypted messaging that is secure allows you to have a secure chat or group chat. Group messaging and its professional tools allow you to interact with a large number of people easily. Voice calls. Supports media attachments. Note: People
you want to communicate must have this app installed and internet connection running. You can create a group and add as many people as you want. Group shared media will be visible to all members of the group. Another interesting feature is that it has an integrated image compressor with which the image will be automatically compressed to facilitate the
exchange of the image. You can also join groups created by others by inviting you to join. Privacy control with Whatsapp WhatsApp added some newer privacy settings, such as fingerprint locking for your Android app. This security is only enabled on devices with sensors and android version 6.0 or higher. To set this up, go to Privacy &gt; Account and scroll
down. At the bottom, you will find an option to lock. Once enabled, you can configure the timer to request the lock. Users can still answer unblocked calls and can enable or disable sender text and preview message within the message notification bar. All this and more information can be found about the privacy of whatsapp. Other important updates include
controls such as who can add you to groups. Instead of allowing everyone to add you to a group, you can set it up in My Contacts or exclude certain contacts from adding. This saying if you've excluded someone can still send you a private invitation to a group that you can accept or reject. Finally, the call waiting feature for WhatsApp is here. This will allow
users to see who is calling them even when they are on a call. Just like your standard phone call, users can accept or reject an incoming call while on another call. Themes and more settings Those who chat with WhatsApp for Android late at night get excited. We say this. WhatsApp's latest dark mode is here to calm your vision while chatting with your loved
ones. Although WhatsApp was late to bring in this mode compared to other apps, it is here and then the steps to enable it. Go to settings, More options &gt; Settings &gt; Chats &gt; Theme Once in the theme menu, you can select the theme of your choice. WhatsApp web and desktop services: While chatting on the go it's a blessing with Whatsapp
messenger you can still the experience through the desktop or laptop logs in. It's called whatsapp's website. Simply pop a window in your computer browser and scan the QR code. Instantly log in to the WhatsApp desktop with all your data and chats available on your computer screen. This will allow you to stay on top of your chats while working on your
office tasks. Business Version WhatsApp Inc. has been very innovative with its future updates in order to keep the messenger rolling. The 4G Internet has increased new horizons around the world and the WhatsApp team capitalized from it by giving us WhatsApp Business which allows types of SMB and electronics trading businesses to flourish and keep
their hands on their customer base. Some of the features of WhatsApp businesses. Allows you to create a business profile with useful information for customers. Such as field description and contact details. You can keep a tab of your customers with business tags and highlight interested customers. Quick answers allow you to interact with customers easily.
Automated messages will take care of your customers even when you're away. Statistics can be referred to as one of the most important features. It will allow you to view the customer relationship and statistics. This in turn allows a company to create an appropriate strategy. WhatsApp also offers enterprise solutions for large corporations, but that packaged
option will cost an annual subscription. Popularity: So in general WhatsApp is the most used chat app worldwide with almost 1.5 billion active users with new participants every day. This chat service can be called more secure compared to standard text messages. This is due to end-to-end encryption. One more feature that is in development is the payment
of WhatsApp. It was planned and is in the beta testing phase. This can become a game changer for the global cash-free economy once it takes a proper way. Whatsapp is full feature Keep in view of good call quality, and almost all the required features like quick response and forwarding options that save us a few taps, we can say that WhatsApp is a modern
all-in-one communication tool. The features offered by Whatsapp are unbeatable. This makes this app easy to use and popular around the world. Allowing people to chat globally and share their experiences with the SME family and customers has made Whatsapp a solid platform for communication. Unlike previous chat apps that lacked flexibility and did not
adapt to the Whatsapp has been updating and adapting because of what is loved and popular with the masses. We can say this with 100% guarantee that if you are reading this article, then you should have used or come across WhatsApp Messenger before too. gb whatsapp mod unbanned apk gb whatsapp pro apk download gb whatsapp new version
download 2020 gb whatsapp pro apk download 2020 latest version gbwhatsapp download 2020 gb gb Mod apk Millions of people in the world use GB WhatsApp because it is one of the best free messaging and calling apps. It is readily available in the Google Play store and Apple app store for everyone, this is why it is used on a regular basis. For those who
want to make use of some more WhatsApp features, the GB WhatsApp APK is available. This app has a number of more features that WhatsApp does not offer. GB WhatsApp APK is for all other people who want to get the best features within zero cost. This version ultimately has the best to offer. You should try it once even if you don't know. There are full
details provided below about GB WhatsApp APK about its introduction, features, comparison, how to download and much more. Let's take a look at this article. The GB WhatsApp APK is a great app that is basically a mod version of WhatsApp. It is absolutely free and does not contain any charges for downloading, or using its features. However, this app is
not available on the Google Play Store so you need to get directly from the Internet. There are multiple features in this release, such as additional privacy, no blue ticks, more characters in status history, file size sharing, contact selection and much more. This app is extremely useful compared to WhatsApp. Here are some very exciting features of GB
WhatsApp APK. Let's take a look at all these features for more information. DND This feature is a good at all features GB WhatsApp APK has. If you are using your cell phone and seeing random texts of people, it could be highly disturbing. To get rid of these spam messages and be displayed offline on WhatsApp, you can try this dnd function. This feature
allows users to disconnect the WhatsApp Internet connection and therefore will not receive any messages until you enable it again. Auto Reply This auto reply feature is brilliant if you want to send any text to any of your friends. You can easily reply to your texts whenever you want without any problem. Broadcast text messages You can send broadcast text
messages to WhatsApp groups as well. GBWhatsApp APK provides the latter feature to its users for free. Anti-revocation messages This version of WhatsApp contains the features of anti-revocation messages for your convenience. Filter messages With this feature, you can delete your chat with anyone and also filter the message in the meantime. So when
you delete the chat, you'll also receive the filtered text messages. Effects With the help of this version, you can send your images and videos with a lot of amazing and fascinating effects. Share Live Locations GB WhatsApp APK allows you to share your live locations with your contacts. In fact, it's a great way to stay safe and keep your loved ones on top of
your location. Large media files share The normal version of WhatsApp allows you to Just a few images and videos of MBs. GB WhatsApp APK allows users to share more than 90 images at a time with their contacts. They can also share a 100 MBs long audio file, and a huge video of 50 MBs. Amazing Themes There are a lot of themes also that you can
use to put on your GB WhatsApp APK and it's definitely a pretty interesting feature. Multiple fonts There are so many interesting and different fonts provided in this app. GB WhatsApp APK on the other hand provides a lot of different fonts to bring variety into your text messages. Download States This is a good feature in which you can simply download other
people's states. You can download videos, audios, and images from the states. Modify media visibility With this feature, you can correct a certain folder for a contact so that their media can be saved directly to it. Message history You can also view the history of revoked messages. Hide Pop-up Notification You can hide all pop-up notifications from your
home screen for your convenience. Language You can select a certain language that only works on WhatsApp. Log History You can view the log history of all your contacts. Good image resolution Image resolution is quite high and good with GBWhatsApp APK. Profile picture notification You will receive a notification every time any of your contacts change
their profile picture. Hide voice recording status You can hide each time you are recording a voice note to send to a particular person. No blue ticks You can see the texts of any contact and it will still look like you haven't seen their messages. Select all chats You can simply select all chats from the home page. It is very important to learn how to download the
APK GB WhatsApp on your smartphone. So here's the whole procedure for doing that. Allow all unknown sources so you can download it easily. Now go to the link and click download. Wait until the download is complete. Now open File Manager and open the GBWhatsApp APK file. Click Install. Set up your account and enjoy the latest features. You need to
learn how an iPhone user can install this version of WhatsApp. Here is the procedure provided. Go to your browser first. Download the file by clicking the download button. Wait a moment until the download is complete. Now open the file and click the install button. Wait a few seconds. Complete your account settings. Enjoy GB WhatsApp APK on iPhone.
Backing up WhatsApp information The copy of data is the most important thing, especially when it comes to personal or business chat. Backing up to a phone and PC might be different. Here are two ways to backup WhatsApp data. Backup GB WhatsApp with APK There are 2 ways to backup data in APK. Or you open the app and go to the settings. Click
the chat backup and do so. Or you Click Backup to copy all data, such as chats and media to internal storage memory. Backup GB WhatsApp with a PC Dr Fone is an application/software that you can download on your PC. With the help of this app you can easily backup your WhatsApp data on your PC. You need to send all WhatsApp data in this app so
you can save all the data correctly. Therefore, GB WhatsApp APK is a brilliant choice for those who want to make their WhatsApp account even more exciting. As mentioned, there are a lot of features that are new to everyone. This version is absolutely safe to use, and is highly recommended for all of them to install GBWhatsApp, and enjoy the new features.
Frequently Asked Questions Q. What is GB WhatsApp APK? This is a special version of WhatsApp that offers so many unknown and useful features for free, with total safety.Q. Is GB WhatsApp APK Safe? Yes, this app is absolutely safe to download and use on your smartphones. For commercial purposes, it is even more reliable. We strongly recommend
that you download this version of WhatsApp.Q. Do I need to root my phone to get GBWhatsApp APK? No, you don't have to root on your phone to get GBWhatsApp APK.Q. Does WhatsApp APK work on iPhone? Yes, the GB WhatsApp APK definitely works on iPhone as well. There is no problem when using it on an iPhone.Q. Do I need to update GB
WhatsApp APK? Yes, every time there is a new update you must update it. The new updates will bring even more features, with more improvements in the previous.Q. Can I back up my data using. GB WhatsApp APK? Yes, this WhatsApp GB APK offers users an option to back up their data. There are two ways to back up your data and can keep your data
protected with this technique.Q. Can I use dual WhatsApp accounts on a single phone? Yes, GBWhatsApp APK provides this ease as well. You can simply use two accounts on this WhatsApp and trade them easily at the same time.Q. Does the account with GB WhatsApp APK block or is it safe to use this app? Data and account remain secure within GB
WhatsApp APK. There are no privacy issues and no risk of ban at all for using this version of GBWhatsApp APK. Apk.
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